
Meeting with Youth elites, activists and leaders ... Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim
asserts that the settlement is a strategic project to preserve the unity of

Iraq and the synergy of Iraqi people

Head of the national Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, stated that the National Settlement

Bill is a strategic necessity to maintain the unity of Iraq and the synergy of the Iraqi people

and it is the reassuring comprehensive project to all Iraqis, and is necessary to stop the

bloodshed and rebuild Iraq as a safe country similar to other stable countries to take the role

as an influential actor in the stability of the region, pointing out that the settlement

project does not and will not include murderers, criminals and who have the blood of Iraqis on

their hands, yet the settlement project will gather the partners in the political action and

the representatives of the Iraqi people to engage in a comprehensive discussions, noting that

the project\'s launch timing will be after the liberation of Mosul from terrorism.

\r\n

This took place in the office of Baghdad Dewan for youth elites, activists and leaders at his

office Saturday, 17/12/2016.

\r\n

His eminence stressed the that youth people, who represent a percentage up to 90% of people

under (50) years of age of the Iraqi people, need of take their role in educating people to the

importance of restoring harmony to the Iraqi society, pointing out that the previous

reconciliation projects that costed billions of dollars were not successful, explaining that

the National Iraqi Alliance, supported by its followers want full trust and full participation

in the political process, and to acknowledge the election results as a genuine expression of

the community political opinion.

\r\n

His eminence added that the essence of the settlement lies in achieving security, which is

accomplished through cutting off bastions of terrorism not listening to outside interferences

which feeds terrorism, as well as requiring them a regional cover for the settlement and

region’s countries acceptance the current reality of Iraq as a diverse and pivotal country, and

Iraq’s need for national and regional integration, stressing that there is no alternative for

settlement.

\r\n

His eminence continued by stating that, the UN has adopted promoting the project internally and

externally, stressing that the timing of the project’s launch will be after the liberation of

Mosul, and that the clauses of the National Settlement Bill would remove all the clamor raised



around it and there is no negotiations with Daesh or the Baath Party, pointing out that the

project is a result of nine months of work to finalize the project and then present it to

National Iraqi Alliance for approval through the General, Political and Leadership authorities

of the National Iraqi Alliance.

\r\n

In respect of the Popular Mobilization Forces Act, his eminence expressed his regrets for not

being adopted by the political blocs that Popular Mobilization Forces liberated the lands of

their own followers, and shed blood and were not going for a journey, noting that the act has a

humanitarian aspect that keeps the rights of martyrs and the wounded fighters, plus the act’s

importance to protect the Popular Mobilization Forces legally and exclusively bear arms through

the government, and to protect the Popular Mobilization Forces from penetrations, wondering

\"Is it logical that an elite force with a lot of experience is abandoned, in the light of the

Iraqi army status that suffered setbacks and is going through a re-arrangement phase.”

\r\n

Chairman of the National Iraqi Alliance, pointed out that the National Iraqi Alliance,

coinciding with the military achievements had forwarded a national settlement project, that

will gain the trust of all Iraqi people, pointing out that the settlement project does not

include criminals and who have the blood of Iraqis on their hands, the settlement project will

gather the partners in the political action and the representatives of the Iraqi people to

engage in a comprehensive discussions.


